
WRITING A SIMPLE JAVA BEAN PROGRAM

In this section you will learn more about Beans and the BeanBox by. Creating a simple Bean; Compiling and saving the
Bean into a Java Archive (JAR) file.

Builder tool enables you to create and use beans for application development purpose. These should always go
together whenever your code must test if two objects have identical values in their fields. He recommended
Comparable objects that exist outside the bean. We can access these JavaBeans properties with the help of
getPropertyName method also known as getter or accessor and setPropertyName method known as setter
written in implementation class of bean. JavaBean component JavaBeans Properties JavaBean property can be
access by the user of the object, it can be read, write, read only or write only. It should be Serializable. Here is
the rundown of the rules for a bean in my courses When comparing two Book objects it will be necessary to
compare every character in every string to determine if they are equal. Special Note 3: This next section has
been rewritten from the first version of this article based on comments from Michael Simons rotnroll,
Originally I proposed multiple Comparable interfaces and multiple compareTo methods in the bean. Special
Note 1: I had a paragraph here that incorrectly stated that a serializable object required a default constructor
and set methods but it was pointed out by Michael Simons rotnroll that this is incorrect. Override the default
constructor with a Constructor that sets the initial value of the instance variables. Serialization does not require
a default constructor or set methods. It provides an easiness to reuse the software components. Hash codes are
used in Java collections data structures. This tutorial explains the basics of JavaBeans, its components and
how JavaBeans are helpful. Creating the setter and getter method for each property separately may lead to the
boilerplate code. If you need multiple comparisons each with different fields as the criteria then your best
solution is to create Comparable objects. They should implement the java. Normally, all of the instance
variables use the private modifier. Generate Getter and Setters There must be a default constructor. Here is the
basic bean. Introspection is the process of discovering a Bean's design-time features by one of two methods:
Low-level reflection, which uses design patterns to discover your Bean's features By examining an associated
bean information class that explicitly describes your Bean's features. A JavaBean property may be read, write,
read-only, or write-only. Bean classes must never change an argument. You will see the cursor change to
crossed arrows when in position to move the Bean. The BeanBox provides default property editors for the
primitive types, plus Font and Color types. The annotation Override, while optional, makes it clear that you
are overriding a superclass method. You may also add any additional methods that your logic may require.
Hash codes are not unique. These classes follows certain design conventions. Join For Free In the courses that
you take with me, I define a bean as a class used to aggregate or collect both primitive data types and other
classes for modeling data in a program. However, it is a best practice to declare it final as you should not be
changing it. It is possible that two objects with different values may return the same hash code. This
encapsulates these data items so that they can viewed or updated directly and makes the Java Bean more
modular. Michael pointed out that this will result in code bloat as the bean will keep getting longer with each
additional compareTo method. This way you can compare any parts of the objects. SimpleBean will appear at
the bottom of the ToolBox. Type in the following Java statements: The program will instantiate the Java bean
and then call the setter and getter methods of the newly created Java bean. The most common reason is to
support debugging by allowing you to examine the value of each field in the bean in a log statement.


